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S
o, your quilt top is finally start planning your next project.  a professional, or even better, you'd 

completed after hours, months, Sound familiar?  Well, you are not prefer to quilt it yourself and say it's all 

perhaps even years of hard alone!  Free motion quilting has the your own work, then all is not lost!  

work.  You have worked on your ability to strike fear into the hearts of You are in the right place, and I will 

piecing and applique skills until you many a quilter! get you doing your own 

are happy with the end result.  Now, Agreed.  Some people just quilting…promise!

you lovingly press your completed don't like machine quilting and I have People often ask me why, as 

top, turn back to the pattern and no problem with that.  If you want to a professional quilter, I want to 

read… “Quilt as desired”.  You specialise in constructing quilt tops encourage people to try free motion 

pat your quilt top, fold it carefully and and send them out to be quilting.  Why would I want to teach 

introduced it to its friends in your linen professionally quilted, fine, that's why you to quilt yourself if I can do it for 

cupboard before picking up the we have great professional quilters.  If you?  Well, there are only so many 

latest copy of Stitches Magazine and you can't afford to send your quilt to quilts I can do before the smoke 

by Claire Wallace

Oh no!  Not machine quilting!

starts coming out of my ears, but 

more importantly, it's my passion 

and it would be wrong not to 

share that with you.  As a new 

longarm quilter about 5 years 

ago, there was very little local 

information and no training 

available.  I had to teach myself, 

learn from many frustrating 

mistakes and even travel 

overseas to take courses.  Now I 

have a good 'database' of 

knowledge and it feels like the 

right time to start sharing with all 

the people suffering the same 

frustrations I did.

So along with “Quilt as 

Desired”, have you also heard 

the phrase “It's not a quilt until it's 

quilted”?  What about “Quilting 

makes the quilt”?  We often learn 

wonderful techniques to make a 

quilt top, but what happens 

when it comes to quilting it?

I recently did an exercise 

where I pieced 3 identical quilt 

tops.  The pattern, fabric 

selection and even fabric 

placement is identical.  I then 

quilted each in a different way. 
The third quilt is an example ditch! I don't know where to start!  Do 

The first has an allover pattern.  The 
of heirloom quilting and although the any of these sound familiar?

second has simple custom quilting 
piecing is very simple, it is made into I always find that knowing 

and the third is 'heirloom' quilting.  
a very striking quilt by superimposing more about a fearful situation makes 

Can you see how the allover pattern 
a complex quilting design on top.  it easier to deal with.  So what 

results in the piecing and quilting 
For me as a quilter, this was quilting exactly is free motion quilting?  Well, 

blending together?  Allover patterns 
heaven, but it's not the kind of the very first sewing machines did not 

are generally the simplest and fastest 
quilting I'm going to do for customers have feed dogs (the metal teeth 

to do, and are great for quilts that 
very often because it is extremely under the needle plate) which feed 

are going to get heavy use and 
time consuming. the material layers through at an 

many washes, but the result is 
Can you see what is meant even rate.  Seamstresses developed 

functional rather than “wow!”.
by “the quilting makes the quilt”?  the skill of moving the fabric evenly 

If you look at the quilt with 
Doesn't it make you want to release so that their stitches were consistent.  

simple custom quilting, you can see 
all those poor trapped quilt tops from Modern machines have feed dogs so 

that different patterns are used in the 
your linen cupboard? we have lost this skill and become 

blocks, cream 'negative' spaces and 
You could always hand quilt dependent on the machine to 

the borders.  The result is that both 
your tops. I love looking at and doing regulate our stitches.  Free Motion 

the piecing pattern and the quilting 
hand quilting but it takes SO long!  Quilting involves lowering, or 

patterns can be distinguished from, 
Machine quilting is much faster but covering the feed dogs of your 

and complement, one another.  To 
why is there so much fear surrounding machine so that you are free to 

do this takes a little more skill and 
it?  What if I mess up the quilt? I'm not move the fabric layers at a rate of 

time but is certainly achievable for 
artistic enough! I hate stitch in the your choice and a direction of your 

everyone.

OF INTEREST OF INTEREST

Allover pattern
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yourself!  You are not going 

to produce heirloom 

quilting on your first test 

piece, but you will get 

there in the end if you are 

determined. 

• Spend time setting 

your machine up so that it's 

comfortable for you and 

puts the least strain on your 

body.

• Learn about 

tension…you will have to 

adjust it…and it's not a 

crime to do so!

• Quilt at a speed that 

feels comfortable to you, 

not what someone else has 

told you

• Be prepared to 

practise…a lot! Keep some 

practise fabric sandwiches 

at your machine so you 

can fit in a quick practise 

session when you have a 

few minutes to spare.  

• Don't start off trying 

to quilt that beautiful top 

that took you a year to 

complete the applique!

• Have a sketch pad 

or white board handy to 
choice. machines and computerised 

practise drawing designs before you 
A 'walking foot' or 'even feed machines.  Whichever combination 

try to quilt them on the machine.
foot' allows you to quilt straight lines, you choose, the principles of free 

• Get yourself a really good 
but you will need to do free motion motion quilting remain the same, the 

book.  My favourites are A Guide to 
quilting to complete more complex patterns and designs remain the 

Machine Quilting by Diane 
designs.  It also allows you to stitch in same, but the technique varies 

Gaudynski for domestic machine 
any direction without having to turn slightly.

quilters, and The Ultimate Guide to 
the whole quilt (you can't easily quilt My  advice for a new free motion 

Longarm Machine Quilting by Linda 
even simple designs in the centre of quilter:

V Taylor for longarm and frame 
a large quilt if you have to turn it all • Have a positive mental 

based quilters.
the time.)  And most importantly, it's attitude.  If you are prepared to 

• Tap into the great resourses 
fun!  Well, I think so anyway! make square circles and get yourself 

available online in terms of courses, 
There are many different boxed into a corner a few times, you 

tutorials, tip, forums, blogs and 
types of machines available for will be more relaxed when it happens 

photographs
quilting: domestic machines, some (and it will!).  Your muscles will be 

• And finally, put on your 
embroidery machines have quilting relaxed and consequently your 

favourite music to help you relax.  
software, mid arm machines, long movements will be smoother and you 

Oh, yes, a glass of wine helps too!
arm machine, frame based will be less physically and mentally 

machines, sit down machines, hand tired at the end of your session.
Next issue we are going to look in 

guided machines, stitch regulated • Don't be too hard on 

For more information, to 

attend a class or to have 

a quilt quilted please 

contact Claire at 

www.quiltastix.co.za or 

082 562 5983

Claire

Heirloom quilting

Custom quilting

OF INTEREST OF INTEREST

effect you want the quilting to have top as they may have in the past.  more detail at the different types 
(stand out or blend in).  They come in hundreds of colours, are of machines available.  Until then, 

strong, virtually lint free and generally Happy Quilting!
100% cotton have a lovely shine to them.  They are 

This is the only choice for quilting hard wearing so very good for quilts 

“purists”.  They can be softer threads; that will receive a lot of washing but 

more prone to breaking and more you do need to be careful with starts 

'linty' depending on the quality you and stops as the smooth thread is 

buy.  To sew with cotton thread, you more difficult to knot securely.A quick “Quilters Guide to”…Threads

will most likely need to loosen both RayonAs with most things, you pay for what 

your top and bobbin tension quite a Rayon thread has been used mainly you get.  There are many reputable 

bit to get perfect stitches.  Cotton by the machine embroidery industry.  thread manufacturers that make 

thread can become brittle in our dry They tend to be quite fine threads and thread specifically for quilting.  It is 

climate so keeping it in the freezer may break more often.  They are great designed to withstand the speed, 

over night before using it can help to for thread painting and embroidery heat, multiple sewing directions and 

rehydrate it and prevent breakage.  effects within a quilt but I would avoid wear required for quilts and it is well 

using them for heavy quilting.  worth spending a little more to get a 

quality product. 100% Polyester threads

Contrary to popular belief, polyester Metallic

The type of thread you choose will thread will not cut your quilt top.  There are many different metallic 

depend on the type of quilter you are Advances in thread technology have threads available on the market and 

(traditional or more made these threads very smooth so they are renowned as 'fussy' threads.  It 

contemporary/modern) and the they will not 'saw' through your quilt is worth buying a good quality, soft, 

not wiry, thread.  Use a larger, 

preferably “Metallic” needle, 

reduce the tension and slow down 

when quilting.  Use a lightweight 

thread in the bobbin, not cotton as 

it will grab the metallic thread and 

increase breakages.  

Invisible Monofilament 

This thread comes in clear and 

smoky colours.  There are also nylon 

and polyester varieties.  The nylon 

may appear finer but may melt in 

heat and goes yellowish over time.  

The polyester variety appears 

slightly thicker but holds up to heat 

better and does not get brittle.  

Invisible thread is perfect for going 

around applique and stitch in the 

ditch but I would avoid using it for 

the whole quilt.

If you are anything like me, perhaps 

one day your thread stash will be 

bigger than your fabric stash!
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